THE  TRAIN
we." I pointed this out to him. He answered: "In under-
lining the action of an individual one understates that of
the community. I considered it unjust to the collective/*
We all like to talk about justice. ...
"I wanted to correct the mistake of S. with great tact,
telling the conference who was the real initiator and
inspirer of our improvements. But the next business was
the struggle against the lack of vitamins and one
couldn't return to our boilers and pigs. Besides, I speak
badly, much worse than I write. But I made a report on
D. and gave it to the colonel. I cannot get rid of the
unpleasant thought that S. tries purposely to tone down
D.'s part."
The fat squared exercise book was almost filled—the
doctor's passion for his diary had returned. Like Uncle
Sasha, he had to be occupied with something all the
time; if he had nothing to do the inner force sustaining
him seemed to drain away, his head would begin
shaking, and memories would crowd in, rending his heart,
He tried to enter into all the life and affairs of the
train, wrote about them, ran about driving away
memories. ... But wherever he might be, beside him,
there were two luminous faces, two images that lived for
ever.
There was a third figure, too—the indistinct figure of
his son.
Never a letter, never a sign that he lived. Was he
killed? People had advised the doctor to write to
Moscow, to a certain address, any information would be
sent. He wrote, but there had as yet been no reply.
Of course he had been killed. What was he like when
he died? How old was he, what did his face look like?
"We are travelling through the liberated districts
of the Ukraine5* wrote on the doctor, "and sometimes
come fairly close to the front. The Germans have lost
the air superiority which they possessed at the beginning
of the war, and we have very little fear of raids. We are
not yet accustomed to the sight of the terrible devas-
tation they have left in our towns and villages, and we
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